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SABBATH CANDLES FOR YOUNG
GIRLS

The kindling of Sabbath candles
is one of the most widespread of

ritual observances and is even prac-
ticed in countless homes where ob-
servance of other ceremonies and

rituals has lapsed. Indeed, the pres-
ence of Sabbath candlesticks is
commonly recognized as a distinc-
tive feature of a Jewish household.

Although every adult Jew, both
male and female, is obligated to
kindle Sabbath lights, in practice,
the mistress of the house discharges
this obligation on behalf of all who
share her home and table. Indeed,
the husband has no right to pre-
empt this mitzvah and deprive his
wife of this privilege (See Magen
A vraham, Orach Chayyim, 263: 6.)
In contradistinction to the pro-

visions pertaining to lighting the
Chanukah menorah, it is not
deemed an enhancement of the
mitzvah for each person individual-
ly to kindle Sabbath candles. The

function of the Chanukah menorah
is pirsumei nissa-publicization of

the miracle. Accordingly, the great-
er the number of menorot kindled,
the greater the publicization of the

miracle. This consideration is ab-

sent with regard to Sabbath can-

dles and hence individual kindling
of Sabbath lights is not deemed to
be of particular merit.
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At no time was it common prac-
tice for unmarried girls living at
home to kindle Sabbåth candles in
addition to those lit by the mis-

tress of the house. Such a custom
did, however, exist in some circles,
particularly among members of the
immediate familes of a number of
'Chassidic Rebbeyim. Of late, the
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Mena-
chern Schneerson, has repeatedly
urged that this practice be adopted
by all unmarried women. In public
discourses he has stressed the im-

portance of this mitzvah as well as
its pedagogical value and has
dwelled upon the mystical ramifica-
tions of the kindling of Sabbath

candles. Many have perceived yet
another reason for this call. In re-
cent years, the number of ba'alei
teshuvah, persons "returning" to
observance of the tenets of Ju-
daism, has increased phenomenally.
The vast majority of these ba'alei
teshuvah are young men and wom-
en. The Lubavitch movement has
been extremely active on campuses
throughout the country and has
been highly influential in augment-
ing the ranks of ba'alei teshuvah;

many of these young people were
raised in homes in which Jewish
observances have been virtually
non-existent and frequently, the
lighting of Sabbath candles is one
of the first observances introduced
into the home by a daughter or son.
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It is, of course, entirely proper for
an unmarried girl (or, for that mat-
ter, an unmarried boy) to kindle
Sabbath candles in a home where
the mother does not observe this
practice. In such circumstances, the
girl (or boy) is duty-bound to dis-

charge her (or his) own obligation
in this regard-and in doing so

effects a fulfillment of this mitzvah
on behalf of the entire family.
Moreover, in this way, Sabbath at-
mosphere is introduced into the
home. Insofar as ba'alei teshuvah

are concerned, lighting of candles

by unmarried girls is applauded by
all. Rabbi Schneerson, however, ad-
vocates that even in observant fam-
iles girls be introduced to the prac-
tice at approximately the age of

three.
Innovation, whether in law or

custom, invariably poses questions

of halakhic propriety. Kindling of
Sabbath candles by unmarried girls
is no exception. A number of these
questions are briefly discussed by

an adherent of Lubavitch, Rabbi

Sholom Dov Ber Levine, in a pam-
phlet entitled N erot Shabbat Ko~
desh. (The initial letters of this
title, prominently typed .on the cov-
er of the brochure, form the acro-

nym neshek (ammunition), sym-
bolizing the role ascribed to the

Sabbath candles in the. campaign

for enhanced and expanded relig-
ious observance.) This innovation

has been opposed by the Sephardic

Chief Rabbi of Israel, Rabbi Ovad-
iah Y osef, whose views are ex-
pressed in a contribution to the

Iyar 5735 issue of the Sephardic

Torah journal, Or Torah, which also
contains other contributions on this
topic. A negative view is also

voiced by Rabbi Meir Blumenfeld
of Newark in the Shevat and Iyar
5735 issues of the same publication
and in his recently published work
on Psalms, Sha'ar ha~Melekh, III,
191.195. Unfortunately, the s e
items, which, for the most part, de-
cry the innovation, generally fail

to present a clear formulation of

the questions involved and betray

a lack of analytic clarity. A positive
view is expressed by Rabbi Moshe
Havlin of Ashkelon in a contribu-
tion to the Cheshvan 5736 issue of
Or Torah. Quite apart from his con-
clusions, Rabbi Havlin's discussion
is, to date, the most precise and ac-
curate analytic treatment of the is-
sues posed.

The mitzvah of Sabbath lights
is a rabbinic enactment designed to
serve a practical end. In the ab-

sence of ilumination people might

easily "stumble over wood or
stone." Since fire may not be kin-
dled on the Sabbath it was neces-

sary to ordain that light be kindled
before the onset of Shabbat. This

rabbinic decree imposes a two-fold

obligation: i) a personal obligation

devolving upon every Jew to honor
the Sabbath through the lighting of
Sabbath lights; 2) an obligation re-
quiring lights to be kindled in every
dwellng in order to prevent stum-
bling over objects of "wood or
stone." The two-fold nature of this
obligation is evidenced by the regu-
lation recorded in Orach Chayyim
263: 7 pertaining to married men
who are away from home over the
Sabbath. A wife lighting candles at
home discharges the personal obli-
gation both for herself and for her
husband. The husband, spending
Shabbat with an innkeeper, is not
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obligated to light candles. If, how-
ever, he has a private room for eat-
ing and sleeping, the husband must
himself light candles because he is
deemed to have established an inde-
pendent. domicile even though his
personal obligation has been dis-
charged by his wife's kindling. In
the event that the wife for some

reason does not light candles at
home, the husband, even though he
does not have private accommoda-
tions, is obligated to light candles

himself, or to participate in the inn-
keeper's kindling of Sabbath lights
by sharing the expense of the pur-
chase of candles.

Insofar as the lighting of candles

by girls is concerned, it is clear that
the obligation with regard to the
"home" is fulfilled by the mother's
candles. The question is, then,
whether the unmarried daughter
may choose to fulfill her personal
obligation through her own kin-
dling, rather than vicariously dis-

charging her obligation through her
mother. The crucial question is not
whether she may light the candles
(since such kindling, if it does not
constitute the fulfillment of a mitz-

vah, is simply a discretionary act

of no ritual significance) but wheth-
er or not she may pronounce the

blessing. If the kindling of Sabbath
lights by the daughter does not
constitute the fulfillment of a mitz-
vah, the blessing is a brakhah Ie-
vatalah, an improper invocation of
the Divine name, and is prohibited.

The locus of this question is to
be found in a contrcversy between

Shulchan 'Arukh and Rema, Orach
Chayyim 263: 8. The question there
concerns a situation in which two
or more householders or familes
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share a single dining room as is
commonly the case when, for ex-
ample, married children visit par-
ents for Shahbat. Shulchan 'A rukh
cites two opinions, one of which
maintains that only one of the
women should pronounce the bless-
ing prior to lighting the Sabbath

candles. According to this opinion,
the second woman is precluded
from pronouncing the blessing. The
reasoning is that since lights have
already been kindled by the first
woman there is no longer danger
of stumbling in the dark and the

second kindling is redundant in na-
ture. A second view maintains that
both women may pronounce the
blessing since the enhanced ilum-
ination adds .to the enjoyment of
the Sabbath and hence does consti-
tute a fulfillment of the mitzvah.

Shulchan 'Arukh, after recording
both conflicting opinions, concludes
that since there is doubt with re-
gard to the propriety of both wom-
en pronouncing the blessing it is
proper that only one of the women
pronounce the blessing. Rema, how-
ever, declares that it is our custom
for both women to kindle the Sab-
bath lights and for both to recite
the blessing. Common practice (at
least among Ashkenazic Jews) is
indeed for each woman to kindle
the Sabbath candles and to pro-

nounce the blessing.
Several of the contributors to

Or Torah argue that, in keeping
with the view expressed by Shul-

chan 'Arukh, although both mother
and daughter may kindle Sabbath
candles, they should not both recite
the blessing. The situation of a
mother and daughter both kindling
is comparable to that of the "two
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householders" cited by Shulchan
(Arukh. As these writers correctly
note, this consideration is of par-

ticular significance to Sephardic

Jews who, in the case of a dispute
, between Shulchan (A rukh and Re-
o ma, customarily follow the opinion
of Shulchan (A rukh.

Rabbi Levine and Rabbi Havlin
i both point out that under contem-

¡ porary conditions the Sabbath can-
, dIes are not usuaJJy tlie only source
, of light. Ordinarily, electric lights

are turned on before Shabhat and
! are already lit when the Sabbath
candles are kindled. It. may well be

! argued that, since according to
; those authorities who maintain that
the "second householder" may not
recite the blessing because his can-
dles are not necessary to prevent

"stumbling over wood or stone," it
follows that no blessing should be

recited in the event that electric
lamps are already lit when the Sab-
bath candles are kindled. Under
such circumstances the candles do
not significantly enhance the degree
of ilumination. It is, nevertheless,

common practice, among Sephardic
Jews as well, to pronounce the
blessing even under such circum~

stances. A prominent Sephardic au-
o thority, Kat ha-Chayyim, Orach
Chayyim 263: 56, reports that
among many Sephardic Jews it was

. the custom for each of the "two
householders" to pronounce the
blessing, an indication that in this
instance normative practice is at
variance with the opinion of Shul-

chan 'A rukh. Accordingly, no ob-
jection can be raised against the
kindling of candles by unmarried

girls on these grounds. rIt may also
be. noted that 'A rukh ha-Shulchan

263 : 6, is of the opinion that all au-
thorities are in agreement that when
. both kindle simultaneously the
blessing may be recited by each
since both contribute equally to the
generation of ilumination. Accord-
ing to this latter view, the dispute

would be obviated if mother and
daughter were to light candles si-
multaneously. J

Moreover, the question does not
arise if the daughter lights Sabbath
candles in a different room from
the mother, especiaJJy if there is
no other source õf ilumination in

the room in which the daughter
lights her candles. Rabbi Y osef's

conclusions in this regard are most
puzzling. Rabbi Yosef contends that
even in such circumstances the
daughter should not recite the bless-
ing - he labels the situation an

"unnecessary blessing." He com-
pares the situation to the case

of several people performing the
pre-Passover search for leaven in

a single house. All performing the

search for leaven are required to
be present together while the bless-
ing is recited by one person on be-
half of all. Those performing the

search do not have the option of
pronouncing the blessing individu-
ally. Similarly, argues Rabbi Yosef,
even if the daughter lights candles
in her own bedroom she should not
pronounce the blessing herself. Rab-
bi Y osef fails, however, to note
an obvious distinction. The search
for leaven is a single mitzvah in~

cumbent upon the master of the
house; others engaged in the search
for leaven are simply his proxies

and assist him in the fulfillment of
his obligation. Since the coopera-

tive efforts constitute the fulfillment
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of but a single mitzvah only one

blessing may be pronounced. The
kindling of Sabbath candles, on the
contrary, is an obligation incum-

bent upon every individual and, ac-
cordingly, it is logical to assume

that each person fulfillng the mitz-
vah personally may pronounce the
blessing. (Cf., Rav Pe'alim, II,
Orach Chayyim, no. 50.)

Yet another complication arises
from the fact that mother and
daughter are not "two household-
ers" but are members of the same
family sharing a single domicile

whose obligation is discharged
through the kindling by a single
member. The question is whether
or not any member of the family
may decline to fulfill his Or her
personal obligation through the kin-
dling of another person and thereby
obligate himself personally to kin-
dle Sabbath lights. The usual rule
is that no mitzvah can be dis-
charged contrary to a person's de-

sire. Many authorities maintain
that this is the case with regard

to Sabbath lights as well. Accord-
ingly, unmarried girls may renounce
the option of discharging their ob-

ligation through the mother's kin-
dling. They must then light candles
themselves and pronounce the re-
quisite blessing. In light of the mil-
tant advocacy of this practice on
the part of Lubavitch, it is some-

what quixotic that the sole author-
ity who explicitly states that dif-
ferent members of the household
may not light Sabbath candles in-
dividually and pronounce the bless-
ing is the founder of Chabad or
Lubavitch Chassidism, R. Shneur
Zalman of Liadi. In his halakhic
compendium, Shulchan tArukh ha-
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Rav, Kuntres A charon, Drach
Chayyim 263:5, he states that the
obligation of kindling Sabbath
lights parallels the obligation with
regard to the Chanukah menorah.
The latter is fundamentally an or-
dinance requiring the kindling of a
single light for each household. The
Sages, however, further stipulated
that those who seek optimum ful-
fillment of the mitzvah may light
individual menorot in order to ef-
fect greater nublicization of the

miracle. Shulchan 'Arukh ha-Rav
argues that in the absence of that

consideration the kindling of more
than one menorah in each house-

hold would be devoid of ritual sig-
nificance. Under such circum-
stances, it would follow that only
the first person kindling the lights
may pronounce the blessing. Since
"publicization" does not apply to
Sabbath candles, Shulchan 'Arukh
ha-Rav rules that this rabbinic or-
dinance calls only for the kindling
of a single light and, accordingly,

it is not proper' for different mem-
bers of the same household to recite
the blessing. For this reason, Rabbi
Levine recommends that, in the
case of minor girls, the daughter

'kindle Sabbath candles before her
mother does so. Thus, at the time
of the mother's kindling, the mitz-
vah has not yet been fulfilled. The
child's act serves to fulfill a mitz-
vah and therefore constitutes an
act of chinukh or training. Since,
however, the mother (and other
mem bers of the family) cannot dis-
charge their obligation through the
act of a minor, the mother may
kindle the candles subsequently and
pronounce the blessing without
question. Quite evidently, this pro-
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cedure does not, however, obviate
the problem in cases where the
daughter is more than twelve years

of age. Responding to a similar
query but employing a somewhat
different line of reasoning, a Seph-
ardic authority, Rav Pe'alim, II,
Drach Chayyim, no. 50, required
other persons desiring to light Sab-
bath candles to do so in a different
room (see also 'Arukh ha-Shulchan
263: 7) and stipulated that this must
be done before the mistress of the
house kindles her candles.

Despite the several divergent
views cited, there is little question
that insofar as normative pesak ha-
lakhah is concerned, unmarried
girls may readily be permitted to
kindle Sabbath candles. At the
same time it appears to many that
there is no compellng reason for
unmarried girls to kindle Sabbath
candles if the mother does so.

It has been argued that minor
girls (below the age of twelve) be
initiated into this practice for pur-
poses of chinukh or training. This,
however, is not a compellng con-

sideration. The normative obliga-
tion of chinukh requires not that

the father train the child in the

performance of the action involved
in the performance of a mitzvah

but that he cause the child to fulfill
the mitzvah. In the case of Sabbath
candles the child, t09;ether with all
other members of the family, ful-
fills the mitzvah throu!!h the kin-
dling of the mother and no further
chinukh is required.

It is understandable that in the

absence of a compellng reason
many are reluctant to institute an
innovative and hitherto uncommon
practice. Tradition is itself a strong

reason to retain unaltered the prac-
tices of previous generations. Nev-
ertheless, no overriding halakhic
objections to this practice have b~en
advanced and some may wish to
adopt the practice because they

deem it to be of positive pedagogic
value.

Whether Or not others emulate
the example of Lubavitch in this
matter, the campaign which they
have mounted has certainly been of
positive value. 'Information regard-
ing the mitzvah of Sabbath lights
has received wide dissemination and
the mitzvah itself has become po-
tent neshek in inspiring greater
commitment to Torah observance.

SLACKS

Slacks and pantsuits have, for
some time, been considered stylish
attire for women. While at first
these fashions were resisted in ob-
servant' circles, of late such attire
has become increasingly more com-
mon. On numerous occasions wom-
en have requested rabbinic authori-
ties for a ruling with regard to the
halakhic propriety of wearing
slacks.

The question is a two-fold one:
( 1) Does the wearing of such at-
tire involve a transgression of the

biblical prohibition "A woman shall
not wear men's apparel" (Deuter-
onomy 22:5)? (2) Does such garb

violate halakhic norms of feminine
modesty? Formal opinions in ans-
wer to these questions are found

in the responsa of the head of the

Jerusalem Bet Din, Rabbi Eliezer
Waldenberg, Tzitz Eliezer. XI, no.
62; the Bet Din of the Eidah ha-

Charedit of Jerusalem, Rabbi Yitz-
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chak Ya'akov Weiss, Minchat yitz-
chak, II, no. 108; and of the late
Sephardic scholar, R. Ovadiah Hy-
dia, Yaskil fA vdi, V, Y oreh De'ah,
no. 20. A number of years ago, the
question of the propriety of slacks

was presented to a number of
prominent scholars by Rabbi Yom
Tov Lippa Deutsch and their ans-
wers appear in Rabbi Deutsch's
Taharat Yom Tov, ix, 55 and
77-87.

More recently, the same question
was put to R. Ovadiah Yosef in the
course of an "Ask the Rabbi" eve-

ning conducted by the PAl Syna-
gogue in Tel Aviv while Rabbi Yo-.

sef stil served as Chief Rabbi of
that city. His response, which, at
the time, received wide press cover.

age, was published in the Sivan-Elul
5732 issue of Shma'atin, a period-
ical published by the Association

of Teachers of Jewish Studies under
the aegis of the Israeli Ministry of
Education and Culture.

Rabbi Weiss and Rabbi Walden-
berg both espouse a totally non-
permissive position with regard to

this question. These authorities as-
sert that such garb violates laws of
modesty and, moreover, constitutes
male attire, even though women's
slacks are cut differently from
men's trousers and are somewhat
distinctive in appearance. In dis-
cussing a similar question with re-
gard to a form of headgear fash-

ionable in his time, Avnei Zedek,
Y oreh De'ah, no. 72, asserts that
minor differences in style do not
change the masculine nature of a
garment. In support of his conten-

tion, he points to the fact that the
same noun was used both for the
garment worn by men and for the
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garment worn by women.
Rabbi Weiss marshals evidence

demonstrating that donning attire
associated with the opposite sex is
forbidden not only in public but in
private as well. Rabbi Weiss also
forbids the wearing of ski pants

particularly when other items of ap-
parel are identical for both men
and women, even though such
clothing is designed to . afford pro-
tection which cannot be assured in
any other manner. This also ap-
pears to be the position of Divrei

Chayyim, Y oreh De'ah, no. 60.
Citing Arugat ha-Bosem, Yoreh
De'ah, no. 138, sec. 6, Rabbi Weiss
further asserts that not only one
who himself or herself dresses in
the garb of the opposite sex but

even one who dresses another per-
son in the garb of the opposite sex

is guilty of a transgression. For

this reason, according to Rabbi
Weiss, it is not permissible to dress
even small girls in such garments.

Not cited by Rabbi Weiss is Av-
nei Zedek's statement with regard

to the type of pants or trousers
which were in vogue for women
during his day. Avnei Zedek de-
clared that such garb was distinc-
tively feminine in nature and, ac-
cordingly, permitted women to con-
tinue wearing the garment in ques-

tion. It would appear that insofar

as present day styles are concerned
at least some types of pantsuits and
the like should be deemed equally
distinctive and feminine in nature
and hence not forbidden as male

attire.
The wearing of a single item of

male clothing under circumstances

in which the wearer is readily rec-
ognized as a female by virtue of
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her total mode of attire is a matter
of dispute. A vnei Zedek, citing
Bach, Yoreh De'ah 182 and Taz
182:4 permits the wearing of a sin-
gle item of even distinctively male
clothing when such a garment is
worn as protection against the cold.
A vnei Zedek quotes an earlier au-
thority who permitted even the
wearing of a bekeshe in similar cir-
cumstances (and who reports that
this was a common practice on the
part of women shopkeepers at the
time) but stipulated that it be worn
together with other items of dis-
tinctively feminine appareL. How-
ever, Rabbi Shmuel Wassner, one
of the scholars whose responsa ap-
pear in Taharat Yom Tov, points
out that Bet Y osef, Y oreh De'ah

182, Rema 182:5, Taz 182:6, and
Shakh 182:7 all rule that it is for-
bidden for women to wear even a
single item of male appareL. This

position is based upon the state-
ment of R. Eli'ezer ben Ya'akov,

Nazi, 59a, forbidding women to
bear arms because armor and weap-
ons are deemed to be male garb.
Since women are forbidden to bear
arms even though they are other-
wise dressed in female attire, it is
argued that women may not don
even a single article of male cloth-
ing.

All of the rabbis whose views on
this matter are published in Tahar-
at Yom Tov replied in the negative.
The respondents include R. Eliezer
Silver of Cincinnati, Rabbi Akiva
Sofer (Pressburger Rav) , Rabbi
N aftoli Hoenig (Sharmasher Rav),
Rabbi Yisrael Veltz (formerly Day-
yan of Budapest), Rabbi Y onason
Steif, Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Green-
wald (Tzelemer Rav) , Rabbi

Shmuel Wassner of Zichron Meir
and Rabbi Yosef Greenwald (Pop-
per Rav).

Rabbi Yosef and Rabbi Hydia
do not view the wearing of slacks
as a violation of the prohibition

against donning male attire. Never-
theless, both decry the wearing of
slacks by women for an entirely
different reason. Citing Ohalei Ya-
'akov, no. 70, Rabbi Yosef avers

that the wearing of unisex gar-
ments, i.e., garments worn by both
men and women alike, does not
constitute a violation of the prohi-

bition against wearing garb of the
opposite sex. N edarim 49b reports
that R. Judah and his wife shared

a single garment. Rabbi Judah wore
the garment for prayer while his
wife donned the same garment
when going to the marketplace.
While Rabbi Y osef and Rabbi Hy-
dia are both of the opinion that the

wearing of slacks by women does
not constitute a violation of "a
woman shall not wear a man's ap-
parel," they maintain that wearing

such garb constitutes a breach of
feminine modesty, particularly if
the slacks or pants are tightfitting
in nature. (See Rema, Yoreh De'ah
178: 1.)

The specific question addressed
to Rabbi Yosef was, "Which are
better, mini-skirts or slacks?" Rab-
bi Y osef insisted upon rephrasing
the question to read, "Which are

worse, miniskirts or slacks?" In
answering the latter query, he cites
Sotah 48a which states, "When men
sing and women join in, it is licen-
tiousness; when women sing and
men join in, it is like fire in flax.
For what practical purpose is this
mentioned? - to abolish the latter
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before the former." Rashi inter-
prets this statement as meaning,

"For if (people J wil not obey us
in abolishing both, we must first
abolish that which is as fire in
flax." Similarly, argues Rabbi Yo-
sef, miniskirts are more objection-

able attire than are slacks, although
both are immodest dress. Halakhah
requires that the entire thigh, in-
cluding the upper portion of the

knee be covered. Exposure of any
portion of the thigh, argues Rabbi

Y osef, is a graver violation of fem-
inine modesty than is the wearing

of slacks. Rabbi Waldenberg, in an
obvious reference to Rabbi Y osets

response, disagrees sharply and
opines that both forms of dress

are distressing violations of femin-
ine modesty. While there is little
doubt that in many instances the
type of slacks currently in vogue

do not conform with halakhic
norms of modest dress, it is diffcult
to agree that this must necessarily

always be the case. For example,

an ensemble including slacks de-
signed to be worn under a long
modestly cut tunic does not appear
to be inherently immodest.

It appears to this writer that the
wearing of slacks by students at-
tending institutions of Jewish learn-
ing and others identified as stand-
ard-bearers of Jewish observance

poses the possibility of a quite dif.
ferent transgression. Rambam, Hil-
khot De'ot 5: 9, presents a detailed
discussion of the garb appropriate

for a talmid chakham. A Torah
scholar is forbidden to wear gaudy
or ostentatious clothes, or garments
which are demeaning in nature.
The Gemara, Shabbat 114a, inter-
prets Proverbs 8: 36 as teaching
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that a scholar who by his conduct
or personal appearance causes ani-
mosity and scorn toward Torah
scholars brings contempt upon the
Torah itself. It is quite evident that
the term talmid chakham in this
context does not refer exclusively
to one who has excelled in scholar-
ship but to anyone who is viewed

by the public as a member of the
scholarly community. It would also
appear that the dictum, "The wife

of a scholar is as a scholar" is ap-

plicable with regard to these pro-

visions. The governing concern is
that those viewed as exemplars of

Torah study, whether male or fe-
male, comport themselves in a way
which enhances rather than de-
tracts from the honor and esteem

in which Torah is held. Hence, it
would seem that as long as slacks
are viewed as improper attre by
significant segments of the Jewish
community the wearing of such
garb by those charged with bearing

the banner of Torah cannot be
sanctioned.

COLD.WATER PLUCKING

The modern housewife has be-
come accustomed to many labor-
saving conveniences. In particular,
the availabilty of dressed, eviscer-

ated fowl, completely ready for the
pot at the moment of purchase, has
been taken for granted for some
time.

The preparation of kosher fowl
presents a singular problem. In pre-
paring poultry for sale, processing

plants commonly remove feathers
by means of a machine designed
for this purpose. Plants preparing

non-kosher fowl routinely immerse
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the fowl in hot water so that the
mechanical feather-plucking pro-
cess may be performed thoroughly
and expeditiously.

The provisions of Jewish law pre-
clude the immersion of unplucked

kosher fowl in hot water. Hot-water
immersion is not a permissible pro-
cedure because in this process the
skin and flesh of the fowl become
heated. The fowl immersed in this
manner is deemed to have been
"cooked", albeit briefly. Since, at
the time of immersion and pluck-

ing, the blood has not yet been re-
moved by means of soaking and
salting, the fowl prepared in this
manner is deemed to have been
cooked together with its blood. This
proeedure automatically renders
the fowl non-kosher.

Accordingly, kosher processing

plants have developed a process in-
volving cold-water immersion. The
results, however, have not always
been optimaL. In an item appearing

in the Tevet 5734 issue of Ha-
Ma'ayan, Dr", Israel Meir Levinger
of the Jerusalem-based Institute for
Technology and Halakhah reports
on experiments designed to perfect
a cold-water feather removal pro-

cess. It is Dr. Levinger's hypothesis
that it is not heat per se which fa-
cilitates the removal of feathers but
that any radical change in body

temperature of the fowl causes
feathers to adh~re less rigidly to
the skin thereby faciltating their
removal by machine. His experi-
ments indicate that immersion in
very cold water, at temperatures

between 32 degrees to 46 degrees,
is as effective as immersion in hot
water. Immersion in water ranging

from 46 to 59 degrees is moderate-

ly effective. At higher cold~water

temperatures the results are unsat-
isfactory.

Dr. Levinger does, however, raise
one possible halakhic question with
regard to processes using water at

extremely low temperatures. The
process of soaking and salting is
designed to assure that blood wil

he drained from the fowL. Dr. Lev-
inger raises the possibilty that im-
mersion in extremely cold water
may constrict the blood vessels thus
interfering with the subsequent

draining of blood. However, as Dr.
Levinger indicates, this problem

may readily be obviated. Poultry
immersed in cold water may be re-
stored to normal room temperature
before salting. Even frozen meat
may be salted after it has been de-
frosted and restored to normal tem-
perature. With restoration of nor-
mal temperature, the blood vessels
again become dilated.

Dr. Levinger also reports that a
chemical compound is now avail-
able which faciltates the removal

of feathers by machine. The com-
pound, produced by Oxford Chem-
ieals of Atlanta, Georgia, is known
by the trade name, Oxford FSD.
According to the producer, the
preoaration, a slightly viscous 1i~

quid, contains organic wetting,
emulsifying and defoaming agents.
When used in kosher processing,
the chemical is dissolved in tepid
water at room temperature and the
fowl is immersed in the solution
prior to plucking. Dr. Levinger con-
ducted a series of experiments in
order to determine whether or not

use of this chemical compound
might lead to constriction of the
blood vessels and thus interfere
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with the subsequent draining of

blood by means of the salting pro-
cess. He reports that these experi-

ments demonstrated that Oxford
FSD, even when injected intraven-
ously, does not cause vascular con-

striction.
Dr. Levinger reports that Rabbi

S. Efratti notes that there remains

one possible complication resulting
from the use of Oxford FSD, Use
of this solution might conceivably

soften tissues and lead to a break-
down of blood vessels, This may
cause a sub~utaneous collection of
blood, such as often results from
a contusion, When a perceptible
subcutaneous collection of blood

is present the meat may not be salt-
ed unless the skin is first pierced and
the blood allowed to drain. Accord-
ingly, notes Dr. Levinger, should

such a phenomenon indeed occur
subsequent to use of this chemical,
the blood should be drained prior
to salting. Finding no impediment
to its use, Dr. Levinger endorses

the addition of Oxford FSD in
cold-water processing of kosher
fowL.

T A Y -SACHS REEXAMINED

The Falk-Schlesinger Institute of
Jerusalem's Sha'arei Zedek Hospital
has for the past several years spon-

sored the publication of Assia, a

journal devoted to topics of medi-

cal halakhah. The current issue of
this periodical, Adar 5736, con-
tains an important responsum au-

thored by Rabbi Eliezer Walden-
berg dealing with the grave and
emotion-laden question of abortion

of a Tay-Sachs fetus.
U ntH very recently virtuaIly all
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rabbinic authorities who have ad-
dressed themselves to the question

of the permissibilty of destroying

a defective fetus have ruled that

the presence of physical or mental

abnormality does not, in itself, con-
stitute suffcient halakhic ground
for sanctioning termination of
pregnancy, Heretofore the most
lenient opinion given any degree

of credence in rabbinic circles has
been that of R, Eliezer Walden-
berg, whose views are recorded in
Tzitz Eli'ezer, IX, no. 51, ch. 3.
In that work Rabbi Waldenberg
rules that abnormality of the fetus
is suffcient justification for termin-
ation of pregnancy within the first
trimester provided there is as yet
no fetal movement. While this rul-
ing is significant in the case of an
expectant mother who has contract-
ed rubella, it has little practical ap.
plication with regard to termination
of a pregnancy in which the fetus
is afficted by Tay-Sachs disease

or by some other genetic abnormal-
ity, "The presence in the fetus of
Tay-Sachs disease, or of any of
some seventy-odd other genetic dis-
orders, can be diagnosed only by
amniocentesis which, at present,
can be performed no earlier than
the fourth or fifth month of preg-
nancy. According to the opinion
recorded in Tzitz Eli' ezer abortion
cannot be performed at such an
advanced state of gestation.

Rabbi Waldenberg's decision is
based upon the configuration of
several considerations: 1) the view
that there is no prohibition against

destruction of a fetus during the

first trimester of pregnancy; 2) the
view of R. Joseph Trani, Teshuvot

Maharit, I, nos, 97 and 99, who
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states that feticide is forbidden as
an act of "wounding" and accord-

ingly is permitted for any therapeu-
tic purpose; and 3) the position of
R. Ya'kov Emden, Shetelat Ya'av-
etz, no. 43, who sanctions abortion
in case of "grave necessity,"

R. Emden's thesis is based upon
two novel concepts. In disagree-

ment with mòst other authorities,
R. Emde'n (following Chavot Yatir,
no, 31) espouses the view that feti-
cide is proscribed because it is a

form of "destruction of the seed."
Destruction of the seed is prohib-
ited as being tantamount to onanism
which, in turn, is defined as emis-

sion of the seed "for no purpose."

The term "for no purpose" is usu-
ally understood as restricting every
emission of semen with the excep-

tion of ejaculation for purposes of
procreation or, more broadly, any
ejaculation which occurs in the con-
(ext of natural intercourse. R.
Ya'kov Emden, however, defines
the term "Ie.vatalah - for no pur-

pose" quite literally. According to
this view any ejaculation which

serves a useful and licit purpose is
not "le-vatalah." Accordingly, R.

Emden rules that, since feticide in-
volves only the "destruction of the
seed," the fetus may be destroyed

if there exists a "grave need" to do
so. The presence of a "grave need"
renders the act purposeful and
hence not "le-vatalah." On these
grounds R. Emden permits the de-
struction of a bastard fetus. R,

Emden takes cognizance of the
pain and anguish of the mother
which is attendant upon a preg-
nancy of this nature and asserts
that relief of such anguish consti-

tutes a "grave need." In a similar
fashion Rabbi Waldenberg recog-
nizes that the diffculties engen-

dered by the birth of an abnormal
child may render abortion a grave

necessity.

Rabbi Waldenberg is, however,
aware that the vast majority of rab-
binic decisors are in disagreement

with this view (see "Abortion in

Halakhic Literature," TRADI-
TION, Winter, 1968), According-

ly, he rules that this view may be
relied upon only during the first
three months of pregnancy during

which time there are other grounds
for leniency. The distinction be-
tween the first trimester of pregnan-
cy and subsequent stages of gesta-
tion is cited by Rabbi Waldenberg
in the name of Pri ha-Sadeh, IV,

/00, 50, That authority, in turn, at-
tributes the distinction to Chavot
Ya'ir, Elsewhere, this writer has

noted that this distinction was made
by Chavot Yati, only as a hypothet-
ical distinction which must be re-
jected for lack of substantiation

(see "Abortion in Halakhic Litera-
ture," p. 114, note 31). Chavot
Ya'ir concludes his prefatory re-
marks with the statement that it is
not his goal to adjudicate such mat-
ters on the basis of "inclination of

the mind or reasoning of the stom-
ach" but rather on the basis of
"law of the Torah," Chavot Ya'ir

thus dismisses the possibility of any
distinction between various sages
of pregnancy as being without
precedent in rabbinic sources. In-
deed, on the basis of Chavot Yatir's
thesis that feticide is a form of de-
struction of the seed such a dis-
tinction would be quite ilogicaL.
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The distinction between the first
three months of pregnancy and
later stages of gestation was ap-
parently erroneously transmitted

and subsequently cited by a num-
ber of authorities who did not have
th~ original source before them.

Sedei Chemed, for example, care-
fully notes that he did not have
access to this work. (There are, of
course, other authorities who assert
that the prohibition against feticide

does not apply during the first forty
days of pregnancy, but that is an

entirely different matter.)

The grave question of aborting
a defective fetus had now been ex-
amined anew by Rabbi Waldenberg
in the current issue of Assia. Rabbi
Waldenberg now notes that the dis-
tinction frequently attributed to
Chavot Ya'ir is spurious. There is
thus no source for a distinction
between the first trimester and later
stages of pregnancy. Since in Tzitz

Eli'ezer Rabbi Waldenberg permit-
ted abortion of a defective fetus

only during the first trimester at
which time such an abortion is
purportedly sanctioned also by the
weight of Chavot Ya'ir's opinion
it might be concluded that, subse-
quent to discovery that there ex-

ists no authority who views the
prohibition against abortion as in-
operative during the first trimester,
permission to abort an abnormal
fetus should be withheld. Rabbi
Waldenberg, however, reaches the
opposite conclusion, In this recent

responsum he relies entirely upon
the opinions of R. Emden arid
Maharit and permits abortion of a
'fay Sa.chs fetus during later stages

of pregnaney as welL. In doing so
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Rabbi Waldenberg rules contrary
to his own previously expressed

position. Rabbi Waldenberg's pres-
ently held view is that abortion of a
defective fetus may be sanctioned
until the end of the second tri-
mester of pregnancy provided that
the abortion itself poses no danger
to the mother, He refuses to permit
abortion beyond this period be-
cause a seven-month abortus may
be viable. He further recommends
that, if possible, the abortion

should be performed by a female
physician since, according to many
authorities, women are not bound
by the prohibition against "destruc-
tion of the seed."

In the same responsum Rabbi
Waldenberg affrms the view that if
Tay-Sachs screening is carried out
before marriage and both prospec-

tive bride and groom have been
identified as Tay-Sachs carriers
they should be counselled that Ju-
daism does not sanction a sterile
union and they should be dissuaded

from marrying one another.

It cannot be overemphasized that
this advice pertains only to a con-
templated marriage in which both

partners are Tay-Sachs carriers.
Since Tay.Sachs is a gentically re-
cessive abnormality there is abso-

lutely no possibilty whatsoever
that a child may suffer from Tay-
Sachs disease if only one of his
parents is a carrier. Children born
of a union between a carrier arid a
non-carrier are at risk only of th~m-
selves being carriers. Since a 'fay-

Sachs carrier is in no way less
healthy than a non-carrier such a

child suffers no disadvantage save

,

~ ,
,
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the advisabilty of exercising pru-

dence in determining that his or her
marriage partner' is a non-carrier.

Thus there is no reason for any
stigma to be associated with the

carrier state.
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